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QUESTION 1

How does the SAP SSO wizard (transaction SNCWIZARD) simplify the SNC configuration process? 

A. It installs the CA certificate response 

B. It exports an SNC SAPCRYPTOLIB certificate and imports it into the partner system 

C. It creates the SNC_LIB environment variable 

D. It sets the profile parameters for SAP SNC and SPNego in the default profile 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 2

How can you register an SAP Gateway service? Note: There are 2 correct answers to this question. 

A. Use SAP_GAT EWAY_BASIC_CONFIG in transact on STCO 1 on the frontend server 

B. Use transaction /IWFND/MA INT_SERVICE on the front-end server 

C. Use SAP_GAT EWAY_ACTIVATE_ODATA_SERV in transact on STC01 on the front- end server 

D. Use transaction SEGW on the back-end server 

Correct Answer: BD 

 

QUESTION 3

What is required when you configure the PFCG role for an end-user on the front-end server? Note: There are 2 correct
answers to this question. 

A. The catalog assignment for the start authorization 

B. The S_RFC authorization object for the OData access 

C. The Fiori Launchpad designer assignment 

D. The group assignment to display it in the Fiori Launchpad 

Correct Answer: AD 

 

QUESTION 4

A security consultant has activated a trace via ST01 and is analyzing the authorization error with Return Code 12. 

What does the Return Code 12 signify? 



A. "Objects not contained in User Buffer" 

B. "No authorizations and does NOT have authorization object in their buffer" 

C. "No authorizations but does have authorization object in their buffer" 

D. "Too many parameters for authorization checks" 

Correct Answer: B 

 

 

QUESTION 5

What authorization object is checked when a user selects an A BAP Web Dynpro application to execute? 

A. S_PROGRAM 

B. S_START 

C. S_TCODE 

D. S_SERVICE 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 6

What are the features of the Audit Information System (AIS)? Note: There are 2 correct answers to this question. 

A. The roles are built from nodes in the Implementation Guide (IMG) 

B. It can be launched directly using transact on SECR 

C. It offers two types of audit reports: system and business 

D. The report selection variables are configured during setup 

Correct Answer: CD 

 

QUESTION 7

In your system, you have a program which calls transaction A. Users with access to this program can still execute
transaction A without explicit authorizations given to this transaction. How do you prevent the access of users to the
transaction A from within the program? 

A. Make sure you do NOT assign transact on A to the authorization object S_TCODE in the role that you assign to the
unauthorized users. 

B. Maintain SE93 with authorization objects for transact on A. 



C. Maintain the check indicator in table TCDCOUPLES 

D. Ensure that transact on A is NOT assigned into the same program authorization group 

Correct Answer: B 

 

 

QUESTION 8

What authorization objects do we need to create job steps with external commands in a background job? Note: There
are 2 correct answers to this question. 

A. S_ADMI_FCD 

B. S_LOG_COM 

C. S_RZL_ADM 

D. S_BTCH_EXT 

Correct Answer: BC 

 

QUESTION 9

Which communication methods does the SAP Fiori Launchpad use to retrieve business data? Note: There are 3 correct
answers to this question. 

A. HTIP(S) 

B. Trusted RFC 

C. Secure Network Communication (SNC) 

D. Info Access (InA) 

E. Data 

Correct Answer: BCD 

 

QUESTION 10

Your customer runs a 3-tier environment You are asked to set up controls around monitoring the sensitive objects (such
as programs, user-exits, function modules) in a development system before they are transported to the quality
assurance system. 

Which table would you maintain to monitor such sensitive objects before executing an import? 

A. TMSCDES 

B. TMSBUFFER 



C. TMSMCONF 

D. TMSTCRI 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 11

You have configured a Gateway SSO authentication using X.509 client certificates. The configuration of the dual trust
relationship between client (browser) and SAP Web Dispatcher as well as the configuration of the SAP Web Dispatcher
to 

accept and forward client certificates were done. Users complain that they can\\'t log in to the back-end system. 

How can you check the cause? 

A. Run back-end transaction SMICM and open the trace file 

B. Run back-end system trace using ST12 

C. Run gateway transaction /IWFND/TRACES 

D. Run gateway transaction /IWFND/ ERRORJ.OG 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 12

In your SAP HCM system, you are implementing structural authorizations for your users. What are the characteristics of
this authorization type? Note: There are 2 correct answers to this question. 

A. The structural profile is maintained and assigned to users using the Profile Generator 

B. The structural profile determines the access mode which the user can perform 

C. The structural profile is maintained and assigned to users using the Implementation Guide 

D. The structural profile determines the accessible object in the organizational structure 

Correct Answer: CD 
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